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Abstract
We present a simple bench-top technique to produce centimeter long concentration gradients in
biomaterials incorporating soluble, material, and particle gradients. By patterning hydrophilic
regions on a substrate, a stripe of prepolymer solution is held in place on a glass slide by a
hydrophobic boundary. Adding a droplet to one end of this “pre-wet” stripe causes a rapid
capillary flow that spreads the droplet along the stripe to generate a gradient in the relative
concentrations of the droplet and pre-wet solutions. The gradient length and shape are controlled
by the pre-wet and droplet volumes, stripe thickness, fluid viscosity and surface tension. Gradient
biomaterials are produced by crosslinking gradients of prepolymer solutions. Demonstrated
examples include a concentration gradient of cells encapsulated in three dimensions (3D) within a
homogeneous biopolymer and a constant concentration of cells encapsulated in 3D within a
biomaterial gradient exhibiting a gradient in cell spreading. The technique employs coated glass
slides that may be purchased or custom made from tape and hydrophobic spray. The approach is
accessible to virtually any researcher or student and should dramatically reduce the time required
to synthesize a wide range of gradient biomaterials. Moreover, since the technique employs
passive mechanisms it is ideal for remote or resource poor settings.

1. Introduction
Materials with gradients in chemical, mechanical, physical or biological properties are
important tools for a wide range of applications including diagnostics, drug and material
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screening, and fundamental studies on cell behavior [1–11]. Hydrogels are commonly used
for biological gradients since they mimic the extracellular matrix (ECM) and may be
synthesized with tailored 3D microenvironments [7, 10–12] by manipulating their
chemistry, crosslinking density and response to environmental stimuli [1, 4, 12–15].
Culturing cells within tailored 3D hydrogel scaffolds provides improved models for drug
testing and microscale cell culture analogs of complex biological systems [12, 16–19].
Gradient hydrogels can spatially regulate cell behaviors such as migration [20–22],
sprouting [23], angiogenesis [19, 24], attachment [25–27] and spreading/proliferation [21,
27–29]. Such gradient biomaterials enable a continuum of conditions to be tested
simultaneously on a single biological sample.

A host of methods exist to create gradient biomaterials [4]. Many of these methods involve
generating a gradient in the relative concentration of two prepolymer solutions and then
crosslinking the mixture to form a gradient material. Techniques for generating prepolymer
concentration gradients include the classic tree-like gradient generator [30], controlled
mixing of input streams via a commercial gradient maker [22, 31], and convection in
microchannels [6, 26, 27]. Hydrogel gradients are formed when concentration gradients of
prepolymer solutions are crosslinked by chemicals, ultra-violet (UV) light, or temperature
[1, 32]. By appropriate choice of input solutions and crosslinking method, hydrogels may be
synthesized with gradients of soluble factors and mechanical properties, or which exhibit
gradients in cell response [4]. Hydrogels have been produced with concentration gradients of
toxins [33], drugs [34], chemoattractants [35], growth factors [20, 22, 23, 36–38], cell-
adhesion ligands [21, 25, 27, 39], retroviruses [40], and with gradients in mechanical or
physical properties such as pore size [30, 41–43], elastic modulus [30, 31], and matrix/fibril
density [21, 23, 26]. Hydrogels exhibiting biological gradients are often formed from
materials with complementary biological properties. Examples include a gelatin-hyaluronic
acid (HA) gradient hydrogel exhibiting a gradient in cell attachment [26] and a chitosan-
gelatin gradient hydrogel exhibiting a gradient in cell spreading [6]. Synthesizing hydrogels
with photodegradable crosslinkers and photocleavable tethers can spatially and temporally
tune peptide presentation and substrate modulus down to the micron scale for regulating
dynamic cell-cell and cell-material interactions in 2D and 3D [44].

Recently, a simple gradient technique powered by capillarity and diffusion was developed to
generate multi-centimeter long gradients of non-viscous solutions [34]. Using tape masks
and hydrophobic spray, hydrophilic regions were patterned on glass slides (Fig. 1a,b) to hold
fluid and direct flow without physical channel walls [45–48]. A stripe of fluid was pipetted
onto the hydrophilic region (Fig. 1c). Adding a droplet to one end of this “pre-wet” stripe
caused a rapid capillary flow that spread the droplet along the stripe to generate a gradient in
the relative concentrations of the droplet and pre-wet solutions (Fig. 1d–f and Videos S1,
S2). The gradient length and shape were controlled by the pre-wet and droplet volumes,
stripe thickness, fluid viscosity and surface tension. The simple apparatus and the use of
passive mechanisms make the technique ideal for remote or resource poor settings [49–52].

Based on studies of gradient generation by convection (fluidic flow), a general rule is that
faster flows generate longer gradients more rapidly [26]. Though our previous study on fluid
stripe gradients dealt primarily with non-viscous solutions, the mathematical model we
derived was not limited to low viscosity fluids and provided a scaling law for the flow speed
u ~ (σ/μ)(Vd/Vw)(Vw/LW2)3(W/L), where W and L are the stripe width and length, Vw is the
volume of the pre-wet solution, Vd is droplet volume, and μ and σ are the viscosity and
surface tension of the fluid (in our model, we assumed the droplet and pre-wet fluids were
the same for simplicity) [34]. The capillary flow speed is therefore proportional to the
droplet volume Vd, surface tension, and to the square of the pre-wet volume, , and is
inversely proportional to viscosity. The fluid stripe depth was shown [34] to be proportional
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to Vw/LW, and hence for constant fluid depth, the speed is proportional to u ~ 1/W2, i.e.
faster speeds are expected for narrower fluid stripes. Here, we take advantage of these
scaling laws to extend the method to more viscous solutions by using larger pre-wet and
droplet volumes, and narrower stripes. Due to the complex dynamics of drop coalescence
and the ensuing fluidic flow, abiding by these rules of thumb did not always yield the most
linear gradients, though we have fully characterized the optimal parameters over a range of
viscosities. Herein, the experimental protocol and physical picture of gradient generation on
fluid stripes are outlined, including the dependence of the capillary flow speed on fluid
viscosity and surface tension. The dependence of the concentration gradients on the fluid
properties, stripe width, and protocol parameters are characterized to elucidate the optimal
operational parameters for obtaining the most linear gradients. The technique is then used to
create microsphere gradients in a variety of prepolymer solutions. Two biological gradients
are also demonstrated, including a concentration gradient of cells encapsulated in 3D within
a homogeneous biopolymer and a constant concentration of cells encapsulated in 3D within
a biomaterial gradient exhibiting a gradient in cell spreading.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials

Hydrophobic WX2100 spray (Cytonix Corp., Beltsville, MD); pre-cleaned microscope glass
slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA); poly(ethylene glycol-diacrylate)
(PEGDA, MW 2000 & 4000) and poly(ethylene glycol-dimethacrylate) (PEGDM, MW
1000) (Monomer-Polymer & Dajac Labs, Trevose, PA); photoinitiator (PI) 2-hydroxy-1-[4-
(hydroxyethoxy)phenyl]-2-methyl-l-propanone (Irgacure D2959, Ciba Specialty Chemicals
Inc., Florham Park, NJ); gelatin, heparin sodium salt (avg. MW 18 kDa), methacrylic
anhydride, 3-(trimethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate, (Sigma-Aldrich Inc., St. Louis, MO);
sodium hyaluronate (avg. MW 53 kDa, Lifecore Biomedical Inc., Chaska, MN); green
fluorescent polymer 10 μm microspheres (1 wt% solids, Duke Scientific Corp., Palo Alto,
CA); Live/Dead® and phalloidin (Alexa Fluor 594) stains (Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA);
4,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Vector Laboratories Inc., Burlingame, CA). NIH-3T3
cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modi ed Eagle medium (DMEM, Invitrogen Corp.,
Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 10%fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillin streptomycin
(Invitrogen Corp., Carlsbad, CA) in a 5% CO2, 37 °C incubator. Gelatin, HA, and heparin
were methacrylated by standard chemical procedures to produce gelatin methacrylate
(GelMA) [53], hyaluronic acid methacrylate (HAMA) [54], and heparin methacrylate
(HepMA) [55]. All other reagents and tissue culture components were purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich Inc. (St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise noted.

2.2 Coated slide fabrication
The coated slides were produced with minor modifications to a previous protocol [34]. Glass
slides were masked with rectangular strips of MacTac 8300 cut by a Graphtec cutting plotter
CE5000-60 (Graphtec America Inc., Santa Ana, CA). Hydrophobic spray (WX2100) was
applied and allowed to dry for 2 days. The MacTac masks were then carefully removed.
Slides with custom coated hydrophobic regions may be purchased directly from the
manufacturer (e.g. Cel-Line Brand Specialty Printed Slides and Multi-Well Slides with
custom coatings from Thermo Scientific’s Slides and Specialty Glass division, Portsmouth,
NH).

2.3 Gradient protocol
Following a previous protocol for non-viscous solutions [34], a fluid stripe was formed by
pipetting a given “pre-wet volume” of one solution along a plasma-treated hydrophilic stripe
of a coated slide (Fig. 1c). Plasma cleaning had no noticeable effect on the hydrophobic
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region. A drop of a second solution containing the salient molecules or particles was added
by first secreting the full droplet from a pipette tip and suspending it ~1 mm above one end
of the pre-wet stripe (Fig. 1d and Videos S1, S2). The angle between the center axis of the
pipette and the centerline of the stripe was kept less than 20°, though greater angles did not
appreciably change the shape of the gradient. With one swift, short, gentle shake of the
pipette, the drop detached from the pipette tip and fell to the pre-wet stripe, generating a
capillary flow and a spatial gradient along the stripe in the relative concentrations of the
droplet and pre-wet solutions (Fig. 1e). Alternate methods of drop addition such as quickly
touching the drop to the pre-wet stripe gave similar results. Following droplet addition, the
gradient fluid stripe was allowed to stand for a prescribed amount of time while diffusive
mixing smoothed the gradient profile vertically and laterally (Fig. 1f). The device was kept
in a humid Petri dish (with wet towel) to avoid evaporation. All prepolymer solution
gradients were formed at 25 °C. Tilting or agitating the device could induce fluid motion in
the fluid stripe, distorting the gradient. Device and fluid motion were minimized by
performing the gradient protocol where it was to be imaged or stabilized, for example, on
the microscope stage or within the fluorescent camera or UV lamp enclosure.

2.4 Flow speed experiments
The gradient protocol was carried out with pre-wet solutions containing 1X Dulbecco’s
Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) solution with 5%, 20% and 40% (w/v) PEGDM 1000.
Droplets of Trypan blue solution containing the same % PEG as the pre-wet solution were
pipetted onto one end of the fluid stripe. In some cases, Tween-20 was added to both the
droplet and pre-wet solutions at the same concentration, either 0.1% or 1% (w/v).
Subsequent fluid motion was recorded by digital camera at 60 frames per second (fps) and
the dye tip position was measured in successive frames with Matlab. For the still images
shown in Figure 2 and for Videos S1 and S2, a high-definition (HD) camcorder was used
with a frame rate of 30 fps. Each experiment was repeated three times. The viscosities and
surface tensions of the various concentrations of PEGDM 1000 are listed in Tables S1 and
S2.

2.5 Fluorescence imaging
Fluorescence images were captured with a Kodak Gel Logic 100 Imaging System with
optimal exposure times and zoom. The fluorescence intensity along the stripe was quantified
by ImageJ and Matlab.

2.6 Concentration gradients in stripes of prepolymer solutions
The gradient protocol was carried out by pre-wetting the stripe with a given prepolymer
solution and adding a drop of the same or another prepolymer solution. In some cases, for
visualization and quantification, 0.1% (w/v) fluorescein or 0.1% (w/v) fluorescein
isothiocyanate-dextran (FITC-dextran, MW 70 kDa) were added to the droplet solution and
gradients were quantified by fluorescence imaging. Polymer solutions included: 5, 10, 20,
30, 40% (w/v) PEGDM 1000, PEGDA 2000 or PEGDA 4000 dissolved in DPBS; 3% or 5%
(w/v) GelMA dissolved in DPBS; 1% (w/v) HAMA dissolved in DPBS, 2% (w/v) HepMA
dissolved in DPBS. The viscosities and surface tensions of these polymer solutions are listed
in Tables S1 and S2.

2.7 Microsphere gradients in stripes of prepolymer solutions
The gradient protocol was carried out by pre-wetting the stripe with a given prepolymer
solution and then adding a drop of the same solution plus 10 μm diameter green fluorescent
microspheres, diluted 20 times from the stock solutions. Images were captured along the
length of the stripe with an inverted fluorescence microscope (TE-2000-U, Nikon, Melville,
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NY) with 2X and 10X objectives, and quantified with Matlab. The 10X images were taken
every 0.5 cm along the stripe, starting at approximately 0.25 cm from one end of the stripe.

2.8 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM)
The distribution of 10 μm FITC fluorescent microspheres in a gradient was quantified by
Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM, Leica TCS SP5 II, Bannockburn, IL) with a
10X objective (HCX PL APO CS 10X 0.4 DRY) at 2.5 μm vertical z-intervals. FITC
fluorescence was detected upon excitation at 495 nm through a cut-off dichroic mirror and
an emission band-pass filter of 505–540 nm. The prepolymer gradient was formed using our
gradient protocol with a 20 μl pre-wet solution of 5% PEGDM 1000 and a 10 μl drop of 10
μm microspheres (at 20X dilution), 0.5% PI (w/v), and 5% (w/v) PEGDM 1000 in DPBS.
The gradient was allowed to stand for 1 minute following droplet addition, and was then
photocrosslinked by 90 s exposure to UV light (wavelength 360–480 nm, power 6.9 mW
cm−2).

2.9 Cell concentration gradient in a hydrogel scaffold
The gradient protocol was followed with a 15 μl pre-wet solution of 5% (w/v) GelMA and
0.5% PI (w/v) in DPBS and a 5 μl drop of 5% (w/v) GelMA and 0.5% PI (w/v) in DPBS
containing NIH-3T3 cells (5×106 cells/ml). 1 min after droplet addition, the prepolymer
stripe was photocrosslinked by 30 s exposure to UV light (wavelength 360–480 nm, power
6.9 mW cm−2), placed in DMEM, and incubated at 37 °C for 4 hours. The stripe was then
stained with a Live/Dead® assay and imaged with fluorescence microscope. The
quantification protocols were the same as for the microsphere gradients.

2.10 Cell spreading gradient in a gradient hydrogel
The gradient protocol was followed with a 15 μl pre-wet solution containing NIH-3T3 cells
(5×106 cells/ml), 0.5% (w/v) PI and 1% (w/v) HAMA in DPBS and a 5 μl drop of 0.5% (w/
v) PI and 5% (w/v) GelMA in DPBS. The gradient prepolymer solution was allowed to
stand for 1 min, and was then photocrosslinked by 15 s exposure to UV light (wavelength
360–480 nm, power 6.9 mW cm−2). The device was placed in DMEM and incubated at 37
°C for 1 day. To visualize cell spreading, the gradient hydrogel was fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde and stained with phalloidin and DAPI according to manufacturer
protocols to visualize F-actin filaments and cell nuclei, respectively. Overlapping 2X phase
images and 10X (not shown) and 20X phase and fluorescence images were captured by
inverted fluorescence microscope. Cell counts were extracted from 20X phase images of the
stripe captured at day 0 (i.e. following crosslinking) using ImageJ and Matlab.

2.11 Data analysis
Statistical significance was determined by balanced one- and two-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). For all statistical tests, the level of significance was set at p < 0.05. For the
gradient profiles in Figure 3(a–i), the relative intensity profile from each trial was first
averaged over 0.5 cm intervals to produce a discrete data series of 10 relative intensities
equally spaced along the stripe (Fig. S1). A p-value was calculated from each pair of data
series by a balanced two-way ANOVA test in Matlab (Table S3). For the microsphere
gradients in Figure 4c, the p-values calculated from each pair of data series by a balanced
two-way ANOVA in Matlab test are listed in Table S4.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 Gradient generation by capillary flow on a fluid stripe

The experimental technique follows a previous method for non-viscous solutions [34], and is
outlined in Figure 1. Using masks and hydrophobic spray, glass slides were patterned with
rectangular hydrophilic stripes surrounded by hydrophobic coatings (Fig. 1a,b). The stripes
were pre-wet with a prepolymer solution, which wet the glass and was held in place by the
hydrophobic boundary (Fig. 1c). Stability and other properties of fluid stripes have been
reviewed previously [34, 56, 57]. Adding a droplet of a second solution to one end of the
stripe caused a local increase in the capillary pressure, which drove the flow and spread the
droplet solution along the fluid stripe (Fig. 1d and Videos S1, S2). The resulting gradient
was subsequently smoothed vertically and laterally by diffusive mixing (Fig. 1f).

The capillary-driven flow on the fluid stripe was characterized by measuring the position of
the tip of a droplet of dye spreading on a pre-wet fluid stripe, for prepolymer solutions of
different viscosities and surface tensions. Videos S1 and S2 demonstrate gradient generation
on stripes of 5% and 40% PEG 1000, respectively. The flow speed on the 40% stripe is
noticeably lower than on the 5% stripe due to the larger prepolymer concentration and
viscosity (confirmed in Fig. S3a). The measurements approximately collapsed by plotting
them in terms of the previously derived [34] characteristic time and length scales,

 and x0 = LVd/Vw, respectively, where Wand L are the stripe width
and length, Vw is the volume of the pre-wet solution, Vd is droplet volume, and μ and σ are
the viscosity and surface tension of the drop and pre-wet solutions listed in Tables S1 and
S2, respectively (Fig. 2a and Fig. S2). In our speed experiments, the drop and pre-wet
solutions were the same, except for the Trypan blue dye, which we assumed did not
appreciably alter the viscosity or surface tension. Identifying the precise time of flow
initiation was complicated by coalescence and could have occurred during frames; the time
of the first frame of each data set was set arbitrarily to t = 0.005 s, half of that chosen in a
previous study [34], since the frame rate used here was higher. The three theoretical curves
plotted in Fig. 2a were derived previously [34] for different forms of the disturbance depth
H = h0, (h1+h0)/2, h1, where h0 is the depth of the pre-wet solution and h1 the depth of the
disturbance. The approximate data collapse in Fig. 2a and Fig. S2 onto our theoretical model
re-confirms the speed scaling law listed above. In particular, as the polymer concentration in
an aqueous solution increases, the viscosity of the solution increases and the flow speed
decreases (Videos S1, S2 and Fig. S3a). To test the effect of surface tension on the flow
speed, we artificially lowered the surface tension of a 20% PEG solution and measured
proportionally lower flow speeds (Fig. S3b).

Once the capillary flow on the fluid stripe subsided, the contents of the stripe mixed laterally
and vertically due to molecular diffusion. The time for a solute to diffuse a distance L is L2/
(π2D), where D is the molecular diffusivity. For example, fluorescein diffusing through
buffer solution has a diffusivity of D = 2.7×10−6 cm2 s−1 [58], and thus requires
approximately 6 s and 10 min to diffuse 100 μm and 1 mm, respectively, the order of
magnitudes of the depth and width of the fluid stripe. The diffusivity of a given molecule in
a prepolymer solution decreases with the volume fraction of the polymer [59]. Rather than
measure the diffusivity and calculate the necessary diffusion time, the partial opacity of our
prepolymer solutions to the light emitted by fluorescein and FITC offered a direct measure
of the degree of cross-sectional uniformity of their concentration gradients. The diffusive
mixing of fluorescein in 20% PEG 1000 (Fig. 2b) and for 70 kDa FITC-dextran in 3%
GelMA (Fig. 2c) were captured by fluorescence camera. As the fluorescein in the droplet
solution diffused laterally across the stripe and vertically into the pre-wet solution below, the
centerline intensity decreased. The convergence of the centerline intensity profile in Fig. 2b
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indicated that the vertical and lateral mixing were complete in approximately 10 mins; the
lack thereof in Fig. 2c demonstrated that the larger dextran molecules diffused more slowly
and the cross-sectional mixing was still occurring after 19 mins. For cases where gradient
prepolymer solutions are crosslinked to form gradient materials, the amount of diffusion
time may be adjusted to control the degree of cross-sectional uniformity of the gradient
material. Lastly, we note that due to the cylindrical shape of the fluid stripe, the fluid depth
and fluorescent intensity were less at the edges than at the center, even when the lateral
concentration was uniform [34].

3.2 Characterization of prepolymer solution gradients in a fluid stripe
A myriad of concentration gradients were prepared with our fluid stripe platform for a wide
range of polymers and concentrations. In addition, the effects of protocol parameters
(droplet, pre-wet volumes), fluid properties (viscosity, surface tension), and device design
(stripe width) were probed to determine experimentally the conditions resulting in the most
linear gradients. The results are summarized in Figure 3. The discussion will first focus on
gradients of different polymer types and concentrations, followed by a discussion of the
effects of protocol parameters, device design, fluid properties, and repeatability. Lastly, a
heuristic argument is outlined in an attempt to rationalize the observed gradient profile
shapes. For a consistent comparison, all gradients were visualized and quantified by adding
fluorescein to the droplet solution. Fluorescence images were captured at two minute
intervals starting 1 min after droplet addition. Centerline intensity profiles were extracted
from each fluorescence image, and in all cases tested, had converged by 11 mins after
droplet addition. The converged centerline intensity profiles at t = 11 min are plotted in
Figure 3 and grouped with respect to the particular effect tested.

Dye concentration gradients in homogeneous prepolymer solutions were generated by pre-
wetting the stripe and adding a droplet of the same solution plus dye to the pre-wet stripe
(Fig. 3a). Gradients in prepolymer solutions of different polymers (PEG 1000 and 4000,
GelMA) and concentrations were produced. In general, the gradient profiles became more
nonlinear as the prepolymer concentration, and hence viscosity, increased. However, for
PEG 1000, despite profiles becoming more nonlinear as the concentration increased from
0% to 20% (p < 0.05), the profiles became more linear for higher concentrations. For
example, there was a statistically insignificant difference between the 5% and 40% profiles.
For PEG 4000, the difference between the 0–10% profiles was not statistically significant,
but higher concentrations led to a statistically significant increase in profile nonlinearity.
These profile changes illustrated the complexities of the droplet coalescence and ensuing
capillary flow and their dependence on viscosity and molecular weight.

Gradients in the relative concentrations of polymer solutions containing either different
polymers or different concentrations of the same polymer are shown in Figure 3b.
Concentration gradients were created with droplets and pre-wet stripes containing,
respectively: 2% HepMA and 3% GelMA; 2% HepMA and 1% HAMA; 5% and 40%
PEGDM 1000; 3% GelMA and 40% PEGDM 1000; 1% HAMA and 3% GelMA. Relatively
linear gradients were obtained for the 5% to 40% PEG and the GelMA-PEG gradients; more
nonlinear gradients were obtained for the others (p < 0.05).

Increasing the droplet to pre-wet volume ratio, Vd/Vw, while keeping other parameters
constant, extended the gradient profile further along the stripe (Fig. 3c). Our previous study
showed that in water or buffer solution, the droplet solution spread over a distance largely
determined by the volume ratio [34]. The extent of the gradient profiles increased smoothly
with increasing volume ratio for 20% PEG 1000, and more irregularly so for 40% PEG
1000. For both polymers, linear 2 cm gradients were observed for the smaller volume ratios
tested. For 20% PEG 1000, the linear portion of the gradients became shorter with increased
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volume ratios. For 40% PEG 1000, the profiles became less linear with increased volume
ratio, though at Vd/Vw = 3/4, relatively linear 3 cm gradients were observed. The pair-wise
differences between profiles were statistically significant, except for volume ratio pairs of
(1/2, 1/4) and (1/2, 1/3).

Parameters such as stripe width, pre-wet volume, and surface tension, as well as the person
performing the experiments, had less significant effects on the gradient profiles. In each case
that follows, the particular parameter was varied while the others were held constant.
Changes to stripe width in the range of 1 to 2 mm seemed to cause only minor changes in
the gradient profiles, at least for 20% and 40% PEG 1000 (Fig. 3d). Stripe widths were
tested by fixing the volume ratio at Vd/Vw = 1/2 and the pre-wet to width ratio at Vw/W = 10
μl/mm. The differences between gradient profiles on the 1.5 mm and 2 mm stripes were not
statistically significant; the 1 mm stripes had more linear gradients (p < 0.05). In practice,
stripe width would likely be chosen based on other factors, such as ease of use. Altering the
pre-wet volume had only a minor effect for 20% PEG 1000, while the effect was more
irregular for 40% PEG 1000 (Fig. 3e). The gradient profiles corresponding to pre-wet
volumes 15 μl and 20 μl were not statistically significant. More linear gradients were
obtained for the highest pre-wet volume, 24 μl (p < 0.05). As noted in our previous study
[34], if the pre-wet volume was too large, the capillary-driven flow was insufficiently
damped and the disturbance was reflected when it reached the end of the stripe, distorting
the concentration gradient. The effect of surface tension on gradient profile shape was
measured by adding surfactant to both the droplet and pre-wet stripe to artificially lower
their surface tension (Fig. 3f). Adding surfactant decreased the surface tension and the flow
speed (Fig. S2), but made no statistically significant difference to the gradient profiles. The
effect of user bias and the variability associated with repetition was measured in Figure 3j;
only minor differences were noted between trials and users.

To provide a certain order to the various gradient profile shapes observed, we grouped
gradient profiles with similar shape (Fig. 3g–i). The viscosities of the solutions in each
group (Table S1) also fell into three classes, supporting the premise that gradient profile
morphology was largely determined by viscosity. Solutions with low viscosity (0.9 to 3.4
cSt, except 3% GelMA, whose viscosity could be moderately higher) had relatively
monotonic and linear gradient profiles (Fig. 3g). In the intermediate viscosity range (1.7 to
13.2 cSt), gradient profiles had a large characteristic peak in the region of drop coalescence
(Fig. 3h). In the high viscosity range (19.4 to 50 cSt), gradient profiles consisted of a region
of approximately constant concentration followed by a relatively steep linear decrease to
zero (Fig. 3i). In this latter class, the gradients were approximately 1 cm long, except for 1%
HAMA, which had the highest viscosity (~50 cSt) and whose gradient was less than 0.5 cm
long. For a given prepolymer solution, the viscosity values reported in the literature could
vary by over 100%, indicative of the sample to sample variation. This variation could be
partly to blame for the apparent overlap of the viscosity ranges for the first two gradient
morphology classes. Also, our simple classification ignores the differences between
prepolymer solutions such as the degree of non-Newtonian behavior. In Fig. 3g–i, we
limited the profiles plotted to those with a volume ratio of Vd/Vw = 1/2 and a stripe width of
W = 2 mm.

Despite the complexity of droplet coalescence and the ensuing capillary flow, we postulate a
simple rationale to explain the different gradient profile shapes observed for solutions of low
and high viscosity. When a droplet coalesces with the pre-wet solution, it sinks into the
stripe and also spreads along the stripe. In order to sink into the stripe, the underlying fluid
must be displaced, since the fluids employed are incompressible. Viscosity retards this fluid
displacement, so more drops coalescing with more viscous pre-wet solutions sink less. If the
droplet solution remains in the upper portions of the stripe, it only experiences the upper
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range of fluid velocities, since a good assumption is that the velocity decreases from its
maximum at the free surface to zero at the substrate. Since the gradients reported here were
generated by convective mixing, in which a concentration profile is distorted by exposure to
a range of velocities, the convective mixing is less for droplets exposed only to the upper
range of velocities. Hence, neglecting other factors such as non-Newtonian effects, longer
and more linear gradients are obtained for less viscous solutions, a rule of thumb supported
by comparing the gradient profiles in Figs. 3g and 3i.

Our gradient characterization relied on adding fluorescent dye to the drop solutions for rapid
visualization. We note that for drops and pre-wet volumes containing different prepolymer
solutions, complete cross-sectional mixing may take much longer than the 11 mins required
by the fluorescein dye, especially for high molecular weight polymers and concentrated
solutions. If desired, a tagged prepolymer solution could be used to assess uniformity. Once
protocol parameters are selected for a particular application, the gradient biomaterial may
then be characterized for its gradient biological, chemical, mechanical, and physical
properties. Two classes of examples are considered next.

3.3 Microsphere gradients in prepolymer solutions
Concentration gradients of 10 μm microspheres were produced in various prepolymer
solutions by adding a droplet containing microspheres to a pre-wet stripe (Fig. 4). The
microspheres settled during and following the capillary flow. The settling speed of 10 μm
diameter microspheres (density 1.05 g ml−1) is 3 μm s−1 in distilled water [26] and varies
inversely with viscosity. Thus, in 5% GelMA, which is approximately 10 times more
viscous than water at 25 °C, the microspheres would settle ten times more slowly. Also, the
settling speed is proportional to the square of particle diameter, so that smaller particles
would remain suspended in 3D even longer. Crosslinking enables the microsphere positions
to be fixed in 3D within a gel scaffold; adjusting the time between droplet addition and
crosslinking alters their 3D positioning. Fluorescence images of a concentration gradient of
10 μm microspheres in 3% GelMA are shown in Fig. 4a. The stitched 2X images give a top-
down view of the overall gradient shape; the 10X zooms illustrate the change in microsphere
concentration along the stripe and also the variation in vertical 3D positioning (microspheres
out of focus were above or below the focal plane). The 3D distribution of 10 μm
microspheres in crosslinked 5% PEG 1000 is visualized by inverted confocal microscopy in
Fig. 4b. Inset bar charts show that the microspheres near the region of drop coalescence sunk
lower and were distributed more vertically than those further down the stripe. Microsphere
concentration gradients were generated in a variety of prepolymer and other solutions and
quantified by the relative concentration (Fig. 4c). Here, the relative concentration refers to
the number of microspheres in a 10X image centered on the stripe centerline, divided by the
maximum count along the stripe. In general, the gradients in relative concentration were
more linear for the less viscous solutions. The observed variation, quantified by error bars,
was due to the relatively low microsphere concentration; the pair-wise differences between
many of the series were not statistically significant.

3.4 Biological gradients
The gradient fluid stripe technique was used to generate two types of biological gradients.
The first was a cell concentration gradient in 5% GelMA formed by adding a droplet of 5%
GelMA solution containing cells to a pre-wet stripe of 5% GelMA solution not containing
cells. Photocrosslinking the polymer stripe encapsulated the cells in 3D. Live/Dead®

staining indicated that 92 ± 4% of the cells were live following this procedure (Fig. 5a). The
concentration gradient was visualized by fluorescence and phase microscope images and
quantified by cell counts along the stripe (Fig. 5a). The 10X fluorescence images indicated
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that the cells were distributed vertically as well as horizontally; cells not in focus were above
or below the focal plane.

A second biological gradient was formed by adding a droplet of 5% GelMA to a pre-wet
stripe of 1% HAMA solution containing NIH-3T3 cells. The resulting gradient prepolymer
solution was photocrosslinked 1 minute after droplet addition, encapsulating the cells in 3D.
Following 1 day of culturing, a cell spreading gradient was observed along the stripe (Fig.
5b), and may be compared to the control cases of cells cultured in pure 5% GelMA [53],
where most cells spread, and pure 1% HAMA (right end of stripe, and Fig. S5c), where cells
did not spread. The sharp tip of the spreading gradient is indicative of the early form of the
gradient morphology noted in Fig. 1e. Waiting longer times following droplet addition
would allow additional time for molecular diffusion to mix the GelMA and HAMA
solutions and soften the transition in the tip region. An additional attractive feature of our
technique is the fact that by adding the cells to the pre-wet solution, and not the droplet, the
cell concentration was relatively constant (similar to the pre-wet only control) everywhere
along the gradient stripe except near the region of drop coalescence (Figs. 5b and S5a). In
particular, the cell concentration in the high GelMA, gradient GelMA-HAMA, and HAMA
only region was roughly constant, allowing fair comparisons between the observed cell
behaviors in each region. The coalescence region where cells were washed aside or
downstream by the flow was confined to the first 1 cm of the 5 cm stripe.

3.5 Additional remarks and future directions
We have presented a simple technique for generating centimeter scale concentration
gradients in fluidic stripes of prepolymer solution held on the surface of glass slides. By
crosslinking the resulting gradient prepolymer solutions, composite polymers were produced
containing concentration gradients in soluble factors, cells, and microspheres, and gradients
in biological properties. The polymers used in this study were chosen for their relevance to
biomedical engineering. Provided the viscosity of a given prepolymer solution is sufficiently
low (in this study, we considered those below 50 cSt), the platform should be able to
generate centimeter scale concentration gradients. For polymer solutions of higher viscosity
(e.g. 10% GelMA), heating the polymer to reduce viscosity during gradient generation
would be necessary. The simplicity afforded by our technique contributed to the observed
variability. Rather than adding droplets to the stripe by pipette, a more sophisticated delivery
mechanism could reduce variability at the expense of simplicity. In addition, iteration could
be used to overcome variability: a coarse primary screening could be followed by a
secondary screening over a more limited concentration range.

A myriad of biomaterial gradients may be readily generated using the current fluid stripe
platform. Gradients of PEGDM and hyperbranched multimethacrylates have demonstrated
improved cell adherence and spreading in regions of higher concentrations of the
multifunctional crosslinker [8]. Composite macroporous PEG hydrogel scaffolds infused
with collagen have been developed with both mechanical stability and macropores. The
macropores allowed nearly unconstrained T cell migration, while the gel walls could be
bound with cytokines/chemokines to provide chemical cues to cells [60]. Gradients of
collagen or cytokines/chemokines within PEG hydrogels could provide a screening platform
for optimal mechanical and biological behavior. Special additives have been used to tailor
the porosity and morphology of hydrogel scaffolds [61]. A gradient of these additives in a
GelMA solution stripe could yield a porosity gradient allowing screening for the ideal
additive concentration. Dual chemical-mechanical gradients could be obtained by first
making a concentration gradient in a prepolymer solution and then varying the extent of
crosslinking using grayscale or moving masks [62–64]. A family of cell-encapsulating
interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) synthesized from biofunctionalized gelatin and
dextran have improved mechanical properties over existing cell-encapsulating PEG-based
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hydrogels and have larger mesh sizes for improved cell spreading and proliferation [65]. Our
gradient platform, demonstrated with both GelMA and dextran solutions, could provide a
rapid screening test to optimize the mechanical and biological properties of such dextran-
based IPNs. Differentiation of certain stem cells within HA hydrogels has been induced by
altering soluble factors [66]. A HA hydrogel stripe containing a soluble factor gradient could
exhibit a gradient in stem cell differentiation along the stripe.

A host of applications also exist for micro- and nanosphere gradients in polymer solutions.
Degradable microspheres loaded with calcium or soluble factors such as drugs have co-
delivered gels with tailored mechanical and immunomodulatory factors [67]; gradients of
such microspheres could be used for producing gels with mechanical or soluble gradients,
such as growth factor gradients [36]. Hydrophobic nanoparticles incorporated into PEG
hydrogels reduce the crosslinking density near the particle-hydrogel interface, significantly
increasing hydrogel permeability with only minor changes to mechanical strength, both
important features for cell-encapsulation [68]. Forming gradients of such nanoparticles
could produce gels with permeability gradients following crosslinking. Degradable
microspheres loaded with chemoattractants can create gradients that attract cells for
migration/trafficking studies [69]. Gradients of such microspheres along a hydrogel stripe
could be used to for cell migration studies, while a constant concentration of such
microspheres in a hydrogel fibril density gradient could be used to study the effects of
matrix density on cell migration.

4. Conclusions
In this study, we presented a simple bench-top technique for producing multi-centimeter
long concentration gradients in stripes of prepolymer solution. Crosslinking the gradient
prepolymer solution produced gradient biomaterials. A complete experimental
characterization supported by a sound theoretical rationale demonstrated that the technique
offers broad control over soluble, microsphere, cell, and material gradient morphology. The
technique also allows 3D cell encapsulation and is compatible with analysis steps such as
staining, fluorescence cameras and microscopes. The technique relies on inexpensive coated
glass slides that may be purchased or custom made. Gradient generation is powered by
passive mechanisms, surface tension and diffusion, making the technique ideal for resource
poor settings. The platform should significantly reduce the time and resources required for
performing a host of gradient biomaterial and cell-based experiments.
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Appendix. Supplementary data
The supplementary data associated with this article, including Figures S1–S5, Tables S1–S4
and Videos S1–S2, can be found in the on-line version.
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Figure 1.
Device fabrication and experimental protocol. (a) Glass slide was masked and sprayed with
a hydrophobic coating. (b) Coating dried and mask was removed, exposing a hydrophilic
stripe surrounded by a hydrophobic boundary. (c) A prepolymer solution was pipetted onto
stripe. (d) A droplet of a second prepolymer solution was added at one end of the stripe. (e)
The increased capillary pressure due to the disturbance caused a ~10 cm s−1 flow which
rapidly spread the droplet solution along the stripe, forming a concentration gradient. (f)
After diffusion mixed the solutions, a 1D polymer solution gradient was created.
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Figure 2.
Physics of soluble gradient production on a fluid stripe. (a) Frames captured from video
illustrate the droplet coalescence and ensuing capillary-driven flow. The flow is initially of
order ~10 cm s−1, depending on the viscosity, and slows to ~1 cm s−1 by 50–200 ms.
Measured speeds for different concentrations of PEGDM 1000 are plotted in dimensionless
coordinates and compared to a previously derived theoretical model [34]. Experiments were
repeated at least three times and the standard deviation was less than the symbol size except
where noted by error bars. (b,c) Molecular diffusion smoothes the vertical and lateral
composition of the prepolymer solution stripe. The vertical and lateral diffusive mixing of
(b) the small molecule fluorescein is virtually complete within 10 minutes, producing a
smooth 1D gradient, and that of (c), the large molecule 70 kDa FITC-dextran is still active
after 19 mins.
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Figure 3.
Concentration gradients in various prepolymer solutions. (a) Gradients in PEG 1000, 4000
and GelMA at different polymer concentrations for fixed pre-wet volume Vw = 20 μl and
drop volume Vd = 10 μl. Gradient in PBS (Vw = 15 μl, Vd = 7.5 μl) plotted for comparison.
(b) Polymer gradient profiles made from different pairs of droplet / pre-wet solutions (2%
HepMA / 3% GelMA; 2% HepMA / 1% HAMA; 5% / 40% PEGDM 1000; 3% GelMA /
40% PEG 1000; 1% HAMA / 3% GelMA). Characterization of gradient profiles based on
effect of: (c) volume ratio Vd/Vw with Vw = 20 μl (20% PEG) and Vw = 24 μl (40% PEG);
(d) stripe width W with Vw/W = 10 μl mm−1, Vd/Vw = 1/2; (e) pre-wet volume Vw with Vd/
Vw = 1/2; (f) surface tension, altered artificially by adding Tween surfactant in equal % to
both the pre-wet and droplet solutions, with Vw = 20 μl, Vd = 10 μl. Gradient profiles
grouped into three classes according to shape: (g) gradients in low viscosity solutions, 0.9 to
3.4 cSt (3% GelMA’s viscosity could be moderately higher), had relatively monotonic and
linear profiles; (h) gradients in intermediate viscosity solutions, 1.7 to 13.2 cSt, each had a
large characteristic peak in the region of drop coalescence; (i) gradients in high viscosity
solutions, 19.4 to 50 cSt, had a region of approximately constant concentration followed by
a steep linear decrease to zero. (j) Effect of user and repetition, for Vw = 20 μl, Vd = 10 μl. In
cases (a–i), the droplet consisted of the pre-wet solution plus 0.1% fluorescein for
visualization. In all cases, the fluorescent intensity profiles shown were taken 11 mins after
droplet addition, when they had converged to their steady state following vertical and lateral
diffusive mixing.
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Figure 4.
Microsphere gradients in prepolymer solutions. (a) Fluorescence images of a 10 μm
microsphere gradient in 3% GelMA. 2X microscope images indicate the overall gradient
profile, while the 10X zooms below indicate the 3D positioning of the particles
(microspheres out of focus were above or below the focal plane). (b) Inverted confocal
microscope images quantify the vertical distribution of particles near the beginning, middle,
and tip of a 10 μm microsphere gradient in 5% PEGDM 1000. Following generation of the
particle gradient, the prepolymer stripe was crosslinked to fix the particles in their respective
vertical positions. Histograms summarize the vertical positioning of the particles in the
central regions of the confocal images (defined in Fig. S4) relative to the position of the
lowest particle detected. (c) 10 μm microsphere gradients were produced in various
prepolymer and other solutions and then quantified by fluorescence microscope. Bar charts
summarize the normalized and laterally averaged microsphere counts along each gradient.
Error bars indicate the standard deviation over three repetitions. The observed variation was
due to the relatively low microsphere concentration; there was not a statistically significant
difference between most of the data series. Scale bars: (a) 100 μm and (b) 200 μm, except
where noted.
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Figure 5.
Biological gradients. (a) A cell concentration gradient was produced when a droplet of 5%
GelMA containing cells was added to a pre-wet 5% GelMA fluid stripe. The gradient was
visualized by Live/Dead® staining, overlapping 2X fluorescence microscope images and
10X phase and fluorescence zooms taken near the centerline along the gradient. Laterally
averaged live/dead cell counts decreased along the gradient. * denotes p < 0.006. (b) Cell
spreading gradient along a 5% GelMA 1% HAMA gradient biomaterial visualized by
overlapping 2X phase microscope images and 20X phase and fluorescence images of the
cells stained for F-actin (phalloidin) with a nucleic counterstaining (DAPI). As expected,
cells in the GelMA rich regions spread well, while those in the HA-rich regions did not
spread. Comparing cell counts on gradient stripes (drops added) and on control pre-wet only
stripes (no drops added, Fig. S5b) demonstrates that the cell concentration remained nearly
constant in the material gradient region. In each spatial interval, p-values between data series
were larger than 0.05 except in the cell washout region where p < 2×10−5 (**). In (a,b),
error bars indicate the standard deviation over three repetitions. Scale bars: (a) 200 μm and
(b) 100 μm, except where noted.
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